Introduction
The correlation of signals and measurement data impedes the estimation of their statistic characteristics. In the majority of existing metrological documents and recommendations intended for use the influence of data correlation is most often not taken into account. Many authors point out in their specialist publications (e.g. [1] [2] [3] ) to the necessity of accounting for the influence of autocorrelation in the evaluation of measurement uncertainty.
The exponential shape of the autocorrelation function is a relatively prevalent model in the processing and description of analogue stochastic signals. In practice, the model of exponential correlation is obtained by signals with a limited bandwidth with the features of white noise passing through physical inertial systems. Due to the central limit theorem and the inertia of typical processing systems, distributions of physical signals are usually normal or quasinormal.
In measurement tasks, in order to evaluate data one can make use of conditional probability characteristics, and in particular conditional expected values and conditional variances [4] .
In algorithms of conditional averaging using the maximum number of conditions 
Averaging models
In the basic applications of conditional averaging of Gaussian random signals, characteristics of a linear regression are used. (1) In a simplified model of averaging, with M uncorrelated and averaged (after exceeding the threshold
fragments of the implementation of the signal ) (t x , the evaluation of the relative standard uncertainty of the conditional value of the arithmetic mean (CVAM) equals:
It results from the formula (4) that in order to decrease the uncertainty of evaluation, the value p x should be as high as possible. However, its increase will at the same time cause a decrease of the number M of averaged implementations (for a high value of  exceeding the threshold level p x initiating averaging happens less frequently), which in turn will lead to an increase of uncertainty. Both given conditions are mutually opposed and they require determining a compromise value  with the selected practical measurement method.
In the measurement and analysis system the registration of the signal 
) (t x
with the length 0 T occurs. Next, portions of the signal ) (t x of the length r T are analysed from the moments of exceeding the level
Examples of conditional implementations
In Figures 3 and 4 observed conditional implementations were presented. What is visible is a larger variance of implementation while averaging with derivatives of both signs (4a) when compared with averaging with the derivative with one sign (4b).
In Figure 5 an example of implementations initiated by all subsequent positive and negative instances of exceeding the threshold Figure 4a and it is an example of calculation based on the expression (15). 
